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Haitian Vodou is a fascinating spiritual tradition rich with ceremonies and magic, songs and

prayers, dances and fellowship. Yet outside of Haiti, next to no one understands this joyous and

profound way of life. ln Haitian Vodou, Mambo Chita Tann explores the historical roots and

contemporary practices of this unique tradition, including discussions of:Customs, beliefs,

sacred spaces, and ritual objectsCharacteristics and behaviors of the Lwa, the spirits served

by Vodou practitionersCommon misconceptions such as "voodoo dolls" and the zombie

phenomenonQuestions and answers for attending ceremonies and getting involved in a

sosyete (Vodou house)Correspondence tables, Kreyol glossary, supplemental prayer texts, and

an extensive list of reference books and online resourcesWell-researched, comprehensive, and

engaging, Haitian Vodou will be a welcome addition for people new to Haitian spirituality as

well as for students, practitioners, and academics.

(please remove this review. Thank you.)"....An essential read for anyone who is curious about

or already engaged in the study or practice of not only Vodou, but any Afro-Caribbean

tradition." - Saumya Arya Haas, State of Formation/HuffPo religion blogger --This text refers to

the paperback edition.From the Back CoverDiscover Vodou Culture! --This text refers to the

paperback edition.About the AuthorMambo Chita Tann is a mambo asogwe, a priestess of the

highest initiated rank in Haitian Vodou. She has more than twenty years of experience as a

teacher, published author, and lecturer on African religions and is currently completing a

doctorate in religion at Claremont Graduate University. Mambo is a professional Egyptologist

and the spiritual leader of Kemetic Orthodoxy, a modern form of ancient Egyptian religion, and

appeared in a History Channel documentary about Egypt under her birth name, Tamara L.

Siuda. --This text refers to the audioCD edition.Read more
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(Tamara L. Siuda)14 November, 2011[contents]IntroductionIremember my godmother, Mambo

Daille, as I saw her on my last trip to Haiti, almost exactly four years before the earthquake

struck that took her life. When I came out of the djevo (the sanctuary where candidates for the

Haitian Vodou initiation ceremonies called Kanzo are ritually secluded) on Sunday morning to

attend Mass and receive my name as a priestess in the Vodou lineage, she was standing right

there, shining in her brand-new clothes, tiny next to my very-tall godfather. I remember she

spent a whole lot of time fussing over whether or not she thought Mama Sonia had done a

good enough job of making me look good for my baptism, and she kept straightening my hat.

She was impressed with the scarab beads that had been worked into the final few inches of my

kòlye (a long beaded necklace worn by Kanzo initiates) in a show of respect to the ancient

Egyptian gods and spirits of my Kemetic Orthodox faith. The photos that Mambo Fifi took didn’t

turn out very well, but Daille looked so happy and so proud, even though my Kreyòl was lousy,



my French wasn’t much better, and we could only communicate in broken sentences. She held

on to me during the whole ceremony and both of us started crying when she told the priest

what my name was: Chita Tann, a name that has been passed down more than once in our

lineage and a name I still believe I have a long way to go before I live up to it.Four years later,

on January 12, 2010, Mambo Daille would be doing exactly what she did for me at my baptism

—looking out for the little ones—when the earthquake came. She was inside cooking for the

children of the lakou of Sipote Ki Di, the peristil in Port-au-Prince where I had been initiated in

the area near the National Palace where my family lives. Daille shouted for everyone to get out,

pushing them toward the doorway. Everyone got out safely except Mambo Marie-Michele, a

baby boy named Hans-Cadou, and my godmother. It would be more than a week before they

were all pulled from the rubble of the buildings that fell. Days of frantic phone calls with

messages like “there’s concrete everywhere” and “we can’t find them” and “they won’t let us go

in” and “we just can’t get to her” broke my heart.The earthquake and its aftermath provided the

impetus for me to write this book, as I grew increasingly angry and horrified in the days

following January 12 at the misunderstandings and outright lies being spoken on television and

even among my friends and acquaintances about Haitians and the practice of Haitian Vodou.

But it was thinking about Mambo Daille and Marie-Michelle and Hans-Cadou—and three-year-

old Noushka, who died a few weeks later of the injuries she sustained in the quake—that

pushed me into making it happen. It’s easy to make all kinds of generalizations about people

whose lives you will never know or understand when you can sit in a comfortable room with

permanent electricity and reliably clean water and three hundred channels on the satellite.

When you know those people—when you call those people family—you want to make sure

others know the truth about them and, in this case, honor their memory as best you can.This

book is not going to explain everything about Haitian Vodou. Such a task could not be done in

one or one hundred books, nor could it all be written down. Vodou is part of the living,

breathing, growing experience of millions of people every day, both native Haitians inside and

outside of Haiti and those non-Haitians such as myself who have been given the privilege and

the honor to be invited to be part of their world. Haitian Vodou, just like the Haitian people, is in

no danger of dying out. It does not need to be preserved in books. It does not need to be

explained to people outside of its experience because it is not a practice that seeks converts or

even really cares what people who are outside it think about it. Haitian Vodou has suffered from

the same losses, outright thefts, lies, and mischaracterizations that the people of Haiti have

suffered since even before the world’s first black democracy was founded more than two

centuries ago.Yet there is still a need to talk about Haitian Vodou and to move non-Haitians

toward something other than ignorance. As the world confronts the way it has treated and

continues to treat Haiti and her people, it is time for that same world to confront its

misunderstandings of Haiti’s culture. Haitian Vodou is a central part of that culture, even if

individual Haitians do not necessarily practice. While I cannot explain everything about Haitian

Vodou in these pages, I hope that I will be able to set out an understanding of what it is and is

not, a basic structure of its practice, and a description of what its spirits and ceremonies are

like. I provide material for further exploration in the appendices in the form of other books and

cultural resources. For readers who are seriously contemplating Vodou service, I outline ways

in which you can get further involved in a respectful and appropriate manner. I hope this book

proves respectful to the people and culture of Haiti, to the spirits of Vodou themselves, and to

the people who practice Haitian Vodou, including my family. Last but not least, I hope this book

can be one small but appropriate addition to the body of knowledge that fights against

ignorance as Haiti and Haitian Vodou move onward into a better future.To fulfill my intentions,



I’ve organized this book into three parts. Part 1 talks about what Haitian Vodou is (and is not),

from its development and history (Chapter 1) into a brief explanation of its tenets and basic

practices (Chapter 2). Chapter 3 touches on the subjects that everyone wants to know about in

Haitian Vodou, even those (like “voodoo dolls” and zombies) that have little or nothing to do

with our practices, and others (like trance possession) that seem to be a source of endless

fascination. Part 2 delves into the nature and identities of the Lwa, the various spiritual beings

who are served “under God” within Haitian Vodou practice. This part is divided into four

chapters, each of which addresses a major division, or grouping, of spirits. In Part 3, I discuss

how Haitian Vodou is practiced, both formally in ceremonies and informally in both personal

practice and with magic. You’ll learn how Vodou is organized and how its members are trained.

The final chapter of Part 3 gives some ideas and background for those who might be interested

in observing a Haitian Vodou ceremony or getting involved in Vodou in other ways.Four

appendices are also provided in addition to the information in the basic chapters. Appendix A is

a full glossary of all the Kreyòl and other terms used in the book. Kreyòl (also called Haitian

Creole) is one of Haiti’s two official languages. Its pronunciation follows French and so does

much of its vocabulary, though its spellings and word order sometimes differ, as befits a

syncretic language comprising both French and various West and Central African vocabulary

and grammar. A basic timeline of Haiti’s history (a sort of abbreviated form of the material

presented in Chapter 1) makes up Appendix B, and Appendix C provides copies of the

Catholic prayers used at the beginning of every Haitian Vodou ceremony, in both English and

French. Appendix D provides correspondences for various Lwa. A thorough book list is also

provided for further reading, along with some Internet resources for learning more about Haiti

and Haitian Vodou.[contents]About IndigenousSpiritual Traditions andCultural

AppropriationWhile I was writing this book, a fellow Vodouisant, who is a native Haitian,

showed me a video by of a pair of Americans who had recently returned from Haiti. They

claimed to be Haitian Vodou priests and the video was of a ritual they had performed. More

shocking to me than their unrecognizable and somewhat offensive “Vodou ceremony”—which

contained nothing at all of the things I have been taught to do for the spirits—was an interview

included after the ceremony. In it, they were asked about why they had decided to initiate in

Haitian Vodou. One of the two spent several minutes rolling his eyes and disparaging Haiti as a

horrible place. When the interviewer seemed confused by this behavior and questioned it, the

man added that “Vodou, though, is wonderful,” and that upon his return to the United States, he

had decided that his spiritual calling in life was to “bring back the spirituality of Haitian Vodou

so nobody ever has to go to Haiti to get it again.”While I would like to think his statement was

meant with good intentions, I greatly suspect it was not. Such a mindset is indicative of a

particular way of thinking that many people in the First World are accustomed to. This way of

thinking derives from the combined results of European, North American, and South American

history—a cultural and religious extension of the social and political “winner take all” rules that

often dictate human interaction. The term “cultural appropriation” is used to describe the

practice of taking what one likes of another person or group’s cultural beliefs and practices

without being part of that culture or having any interest in becoming part of it—or even

necessarily understanding it.Simply put, cultural appropriation is a form of bigotry.

Unfortunately, because of the way some people are culturally conditioned or choose to think

about each other, it is not always recognized as such. Haitians are not the only people to be

treated with a “we hate you but love your things” mentality. Many indigenous cultures have

suffered cultural damage through this sort of “dangerous savage” myth over the centuries,

where what was good about various indigenous cultures was taken while its origins were



suppressed or forgotten, and what was bad about them was overemphasized so those taking

the good things could justify their actions.Over time, as people came to understand the

inherent bigotry and greed of such behaviors and beliefs, they often became replaced with

something that was supposedly better but was in fact just as insidious. This new myth,

encouraged by an eighteenth-century philosopher named Rousseau, was of the “noble

savage.” Indigenous people were transformed from dangerous savages into relics of a utopian

past that would never survive; since theirs was a dying breed, certain elements of their cultures

and spiritualities needed to be taken and “saved” on their behalf. However, as thinking people,

we should not be fooled. This was still cultural appropriation, covered in a cloak of caretaking

self-righteousness.Occasionally, and strangely enough, outsiders to Haitian Vodou have

managed to invoke both the concept of the dangerous savage and the noble savage at the

same time. Such paradox fills the pages of William Seabrook’s 1929 The Magic Island, a

horrible book that providesthe foundation for many fictional accounts, plays, movies, and

other“information” concerning Haiti and Haitian Vodou. Witness a passage from two side-by-

side paragraphs:[T]he literary-traditional white stranger who spied from hiding in the forest, had

such a one lurked nearby, would have seen all the wildest tales of Voodoo [sic] fiction justified:

in the red light of torches which made the moon turn pale, leaping, screaming, writhing black

bodies, blood-maddened, sex-maddened, god-maddened, drunken, whirled and danced their

dark saturnalia …Thus also my unspying eyes beheld this scene in actuality, but I did not

experience the revulsion which literary tradition prescribes. It was savage and abandoned, but

it seemed to me magnificent and not devoid of a certain beauty. Something inside myself

awoke and responded to it. These, of course, were individual emotional reactions, perhaps

deplorable in a supposedly civilized person …—The Magic Island,Paragon House, New York,

1989 reprint, page 42Haitians may request the help of people outside their country and culture

—after the earthquake of January 2010 and other current events in Haiti, this is more common

—however, Haitians are not, nor have they ever been, helpless. They are not dangerous

savages whose beautiful spirituality needs to be saved from depravity. Neither are they noble

savages who need salvation, or to be taught to be more like the people of (insert country or

culture here). Haitian Vodou is not in any danger of dying out. It is practiced by millions of

people every day, inside and outside of Haiti, and even by non-Haitians such as myself. Vodou

does not need me, or you, or anyone else in order to thrive. Outsiders do not need to preserve

Haitian Vodou for future generations or save it from itself; it is quite capable of taking care of

itself, just as the people who came together to create it are and have been since the first days

of the island nation they created.Many who read this book—perhaps the majority of my readers

—will not be Haitians or even know a Haitian in their personal lives. Despite this, there is no

reason you cannot be interested in Haitian Vodou, or, if the spirits should permit you, learn how

to practice it. This applies no matter who you are or where you come from, no matter how light

or dark your skin is, or what religious or cultural background you come from. At no time,

however, must you forget that you are a guest of Haiti and her people as you learn about this

tradition, until such time as you might initiate or otherwise become part of a Haitian Vodou

sosyete, or “family.” As a guest of this cultural system, you must be conscious of the long and

often ugly treatment Haiti has received from outsiders; you must also be respectful of Haitians’

natural reticence to trust strangers in light of that treatment.These are some hard but simple

facts that anyone who is not Haitian but is interested in Haitian Vodou must understand. Never

forget that Haiti has no obligation to accept you, no matter how sincere you are or how

respectfully you promise to act. Haitian Vodou, the people of Vodou (Vodouisants), and the Lwa

owe you nothing and have no obligation to respond to your questions or your interest. If you are



not a Haitian, you simply do not have an inherent right to own or borrow Haiti’s spirituality, in

whole or in part. Haitian Vodou is not an object you can pack in your suitcase and bring home,

like the man in the video thought he could do. If you are blessed to be permitted to enter

Haitian culture and/or tradition, that choice won’t be up to you. Your only choice in the matter

will be to accept that invitation (or not).There will be people (myself included, for at least part of

the time I spent working on this book) who think that maybe it’s not the place of someone who

was not born in Haiti to speak about Haitian Vodou. In fact, at one point during this writing I

considered abandoning it, or at least encouraging my native Haitian elders in the tradition to

write the book instead. After a lot of prayer and discussion, both to my spirits and to my elders,

it was decided I should continue working on the manuscript but that they would read everything

I wrote. With their guidance, I’ve done my best to set out a basic understanding of Haitian

Vodou’s cultural and religious concepts along with an explanation of their cultural context.I can

only hope I have interpreted their teachings and their advice properly, and I take full

responsibility for any errors or cultural misunderstandings I may introduce through my own

biases, conscious and otherwise. While I have been involved in the Haitian Vodou tradition for a

little more than fifteen years, and an initiate for a decade of that, I am not arrogant enough to

think I know everything there is to know. Vodou is a way of life, and my life’s not over yet, so I

couldn’t possibly know it all.Should you become involved in Haitian Vodou in any manner, or

should you find yourself a part of a Vodou house someday, you will not be alone in your

practice. In fact, you will never be alone in your practice, because Haitian Vodou is by its nature

a family-oriented practice. From the time that it began in the early days of Haiti—from its origins

in the earlier practices of the Taino Indians and the various enslaved peoples of western and

central Africa—Haitian Vodou was never a solitary tradition. It was, and still is, a cultural and

spiritual practice embraced by many, many people. While there are some elements that can be

experienced by oneself, the majority of principles and practice of Haitian Vodou simply cannot

be separated from their family and community emphasis.If you’re reading this book in hopes of

learning something about the Lwa with the intention of appropriating their worship for use in a

non-Vodou spiritual or magical practice, please understand that this book was not written for

that purpose. While I do intend this book to be informative, so you can tell the difference

between good and bad information about Haitian Vodou, I have no intention of encouraging

eclectic use or service to the Lwa within other spiritual formats or religious traditions such as

Wicca or Neopaganism. While Haitian Vodou is itself the result of a unique combination of

beliefs and practices from different people and locations, it achieved its current form and being

through struggle and centuries of practice. It is now its own tradition and deserves to be

respected as such. Haiti has already lost enough over the last three hundred years; from her

original people to her freedom to her resources to the lives of her children, Haiti has given and

given and given. You do not have the right to take what is not given freely, and while Haitians

are likely to be more than happy to share their spiritual heritage with you, you must respect that

generosity. Do not take what is not yours unless and until you are given permission to do so.

Sincerity and good intentions never excuse cultural theft.Please accept this book with a full

understanding of who is writing it and why, and with a bit of thought toward your own cultural

background and biases as you read. Approach the subject, and the Lwa, with the respect that

is due to Haiti’s people and the results may surprise you.[contents]Part OneWhat IsHaitian

Vodou?The word Vodou (pronounced voo-DOO or voh-DOO) comes from Vodu (sometimes

spelled Vodun but pronounced the same way), a Fon word used to describe the spirits served

by that West African people.Haitian Vodou, then, is the ancestral magical practice of peoples

descended from and/or influenced by the Vodu priesthood of West Africa, particularly those



who were forcibly removed to work as slaves on the Caribbean island of Hispaniola (modern-

day Haiti and the Dominican Republic). Haiti is named for Ayiti (EYE-ee-tee, “motherland” or

“mountain land”), the name the indigenous Taino and Arawak peoples used for their island,

which Christopher Columbus renamed Hispaniola (“Little Spain”) in honor of his Spanish royal

patrons.We spell the word Vodou according to the grammatical rules of Kreyòl (or Haitian

Creole), Haiti’s official language and the language Vodou service is generally conducted in.

The French often spell it Voudou or Voudoun, and in the United States it is often spelled

Voodoo. In this book, I will use the Vodou spelling, as it is the current Kreyòl spelling and it

provides a good way to distinguish Haitian Vodou from forms and derivatives of West African

Vodu practiced outside Haiti, such as the very famous New Orleans Voodoo tradition.In

English, we refer to a person who practices Vodou as a Vodouisant (voh-DOO-wee-ZAHN),

after the French word for the same term. The Kreyòl spelling of Vodouisant is Vodouwizan, but

Haitians also universally recognize the French spelling. Bear in mind that the term is not

necessarily accurate, since the use of the word Vodou itself differs inside and outside of the

practice, as I will explain in the next section.Is Vodou a Religion?While many people outside

Haiti refer to Vodou as a religion, if you ask a Haitian what his religion is, he is most likely to

say “I’m Catholic.” In fact, a running joke in Haiti says the country is 90 percent Catholic, 10

percent Protestant … and 100 percent Vodou! It is interesting—and telling—that Haitians

themselves do not use the “V” word very often. The practice of Vodou is most commonly

referred to within Haiti, and by Haitians living outside Haiti, not as Vodou but as sèvi Lwa, or

“serving the Lwa.” Rather than being called a Vodouisant, a Haitian who practices Vodou is

either referred to by their initiatory rank (see Chapter 10) or simply says mwen sèvi Lwa (moo-

en SAY-vee luh-WA, “I serve the Lwa”). The term Lwa (lo-WAH or luh-WA), the most common

term used to name the group of spirits served in Haitian Vodou, will be explained in great detail

in Part 2.Vodou is thus not really a body of beliefs, but a body of practices that illustrate

particular beliefs. It is not a religion so much as a way of life, or a form of relationship and

service in addition to religious practice, that one performs to one’s ancestral dead (the mo) and

family spirits (the Lwa). While the vast majority of Vodouisants profess the Roman Catholic

faith and Vodou ceremonies contain Catholic elements and imagery (such as prayers to Mary

and Jesus and the images of saints), it is possible to be a Vodouisant and not a Catholic, or

even a Christian. What is necessary, though, is the belief in a Creator divinity and a series of

lesser non-human spirits provided by that Creator to help mankind. In Vodou, we refer to the

universal Creator as Bondye (bon-dYAY, only two syllables, “The Good God”) and as Gran Mèt

(gron MET, “the Great Master”). Bondye is honored before all the ancestors and any other

spirits, who are given service aprè Bondye (ah-PRAY bon-dYAY, “after God”).Why Do Vodou?In

Haiti, people usually practice Vodou because they have been born into Vodouisant families,

and they will begin to serve the Lwa even as children. Occasionally—and more commonly as

Haiti becomes increasingly urbanized and Haitians leave their hometowns and families for

other countries— they may come to Vodou later in life or with other people who are not

necessarily related by blood. Sometimes, a forgotten family Lwa calls them in some way to

service, through a dream or a vision, or even a possession during a Vodou ceremony. Outside

Haiti, non-Haitians are also being called to serve the Lwa more and more frequently as time

goes by. Why this is happening, we don’t quite understand, but the Lwa are happy to call

people to their service and it doesn’t seem to matter whether you are Haitian or not. If you are

sincere in answering the call to serve the Lwa, you are welcome in Haitian Vodou, no matter

who you are or where you come from.Haitians are traditionally very pragmatic and thus serve

the Lwa primarily to derive benefits from that service. Everything from a sense of spiritual well-



being to wealth, health, and security have been attributed to the service of Vodou spirits. Many

Haitians serve personal or family Lwa along with the more widely recognized Lwa of the

traditional groupings of Rada (rah-DAH, the ancestral African and indigenous spirits), Petro

(peh-TRO or peh-TWOH, the spirits of the Haitian Revolution and variations on some of the

Rada Lwa), and Gede (gay-DAY, the non-ancestral or archetypal dead). Lwa come and go,

change over time and service, and new Lwa are coming into existence all the time (for

example, the Gede are a family of Lwa associated with dead humans who have been forgotten

by their families and have thus become archetypal ancestors accessible to everyone). In-depth

definitions and discussions of the Rada, Petro, and Gede Lwa follow in Part 2 of this book. For

now, let’s go back to the beginning—the beginning of Haiti and therefore of Haitian Vodou.

[contents]Zo li mache, li mache, li mache …(“The bones, they walk,they walk, they walk …”)—

From the Djo prayer sung during the opening of most Haitian Vodou ceremoniesOneZo Li

Mache:How Haiti—and Haitian Vodou—Came to BeOne of the great loves of my life is history,

and if you didn’t know that before you began this chapter, you’ll certainly be convinced by the

time you’re done. Many people, especially those who are interested in spirituality or magic, will

probably take one look at this lengthy chapter, roll their eyes, and start thumbing ahead to the

chapters about Vodou magic and the Lwa.That would be a mistake. I strongly believe that if you

really want to understand what Haitian Vodou is, you need to spend a little time learning about

where it comes from and how it developed into what it is today. Zansèt-yo (zon-SET YO, “the

ancestors”) are central to understanding Vodou. Both the indigenous Taino and the

transplanted African people who made Haiti the world’s first black republic honored their

ancestors in very special ways, both inside and outside of religious ceremonies. The history of

Haiti, in addition to introducing you to the culture and worldview that created the practices of

Haitian Vodou, also created some of our Lwa. Historical figures, including the revolutionary

generals L’Ouverture and Dessalines; maroon (guerilla rebel) leaders like Makandal; Mayanét

and Boukman, the Vodou priests who led the Bwa Kayiman ceremonies; and even the

infamous Haitian President-for-Life François “Papa Doc” Duvalier are—or were at some time—

equated with or actually granted status as Lwa.Just as a Haitian Vodou ceremony begins with

a ritual recitation of the history of one’s lineage and concludes with a song that begins by

talking about how the “bones (ancestors) are walking,” this book begins with a recitation of

history. Light a white candle and listen as I sing of the land of mountains where the bones still

walk.AyitiIn December 1492, Columbus arrived on the island that contains the modern nation

of Haiti. At the time, the island known as Ayiti (EYE-tee or EYE-ee-tee, “original land” or

“mountain land”) to its inhabitants was populated by the Taino (or Tayino) people. There is

academic disagreement about whether or not the Taino are or are not part of the larger Arawak

designation, known primarily from the nearby island of Trinidad, Guyana, and from the northern

portion of South America. Some books refer to these “Indians” (Columbus’s term for all the

native peoples of the Western Hemisphere, after the destination he mistakenly thought he had

reached) as Taino-Arawak or simply as Arawak, but all we know for certain is that they called

themselves Taino and that they had some different cultural concepts than other nearby Arawak

peoples. Until a few hundred years before the arrival of Europeans, Ayiti was also populated by

a smaller tribe called the Ciboney (a Taino word for “people living in caves”). By the time

Columbus made landfall at a Taino settlement in northern Ayiti, the Ciboney had been driven

out of most of the island except for a few isolated areas in the north and west, and the

survivors had long departed to Cuba.Columbus promptly renamed the island Hispaniola in

honor of his Spanish patrons and set his crews to work reaping the resources of thenewfound

paradise. Noticing the gold jewelry the eager, friendly natives wore and generously shared with



their white visitors, he hoped to find such gold on the island, and so set up permanent

settlements to seek for such wealth. They didn’t know that the gold the natives wore was likely

small bits found in rivers or traded from neighboring islands; the Taino had no gold mining

operations.As the Spaniards had not brought women with them on their ships, many of the

voyagers married or took Taino women to have their children after they settled in Ayiti, resulting

in a considerable mixed-race population. Within thirty years of the Spanish landfall, smallpox

would virtually erase the Taino from Ayiti, as the island people had no natural immunity to that

disease or other viruses that came with the conquerors. Additionally, those natives who were

unsuccessful in rising up against the Spaniards were killed, sold into slavery, or escaped into

the mountains and founded settlements as maroons (a word derived from the Spanish

cimarron, “runaway”). The maroon settlements would figure importantly years later, during the

Haitian Revolution.When the conquerors learned there were no significant gold deposits in Ayiti

—after killing many natives on the assumption that they were merely refusing to show the

Spaniards where their mines were—they switched their emphasis to the encomienda (en-KO-

myen-da, “plantation”) system to farm for agricultural riches. By 1650 ce, when the Spaniards

essentially ran out of native slaves to staff the cotton, tobacco (a Taino word adopted into

modern languages), sugar cane, coffee, and indigo encomiendas, the Spanish crown

authorized the importation of new slaves from Africa to make up the difference.Voyage from

Ginen: The Africans ArriveLess than a decade after Columbus’s first arrival, a small group of

African slaves was introduced to Hispaniola from various West and Central African nations.

These homelands are immortalized in mythical form in Haitian Vodou under the collective

name Ginen (sometimes also spelled Ginen, Ginè, or Guinea but always pronounced GEE-nay

with a hard g as in the word go), after the traditional name of the region of WestAfrica where

these slaves were placed on ships headed to the New World. The importation process

accelerated in 1516, when approximately fifteen thousand slaves were transferred to

Hispaniola from other slave-laden areas in the Caribbean.Within a year of this massive island

transfer—and after acknowledging Taino population losses due to sickness and revolt—King

Charles I of Spain signed a formal contract to ship slaves directly from Africa to Hispaniola,

and the Voyage from Ginen began in earnest. Hispaniola’s labor demands instituted a new

triangular trade system, whereby African kings and merchants received European luxury

goods and weapons in return for slaves (who were prisoners of war, debtors, enemies of the

state, rivals, criminals, or members of neighboring tribes raided for profit, sometimes with the

help of European slave raiders). In the second leg of this arrangement, the slaves were

shipped across the “middle passage” of the Atlantic to Hispaniola and sold in the slave markets

there. Finally, the raw goods harvested by Hispaniola’s slaves, including sugar (and molasses

and rum derived from sugar), cotton, tobacco, cacao, and coffee, were shipped to Europe. As

Hispaniola’s fertile lands were covered with plantations and demand for the island’s goods

grew, the need for more and more people to work the plantations pushed the island’s slave

population to an extraordinary size over the next two centuries, growing almost faster than the

harvests they worked.Hispaniola’s African slaves came from all walks of life and backgrounds,

and were men, women, and children of all ages and classes. They hailed from many different

areas and nations across western, central, and northern Africa and beyond. As the

anthropologist Harold Courlander noted:There were Senegalese, Foulas, Poulards, Sosos,

Bambarras, Kiambaras, Mandingos and Yolofs from north-west Africa. There were Aradas,

Mahis, Haoussas [sic], Ibos, Anagos [sic] or Yorubas, Bini, Takwas, Fidas, Amines, Fantis,

Agouas, Sobos, Limbas, and Adjas from the coast and interior of the great bulge of Africa.

From Angola and the Congo basin came the Solongos, the Mayombes, the Moundongues [sic],



the Bumbas, the Kangas, and others. Although there is no official record, Haitians themselves

say that there were also those tall people known as the Jangheys, or Dinkas, from the region of

the Upper Nile, and Bagandas from Uganda. A few proper names that have survived, such as

Ras Mede, suggest that there may have been men from Ethiopia among them. Old slavers’

records show that numerous shipments were made from Madagascar and Mozambique on the

East African coast.—The Drum and the Hoe: Life and Lore of the Haitian People, University of

California Press, Berkeley, CA, 1960, page 4Slavery and Liberation:The Haitian Revolution

(Part I)Slavery reached incredible proportions in Hispaniola. By the time the French and

Spanish divided the island between themselves in the Treaty of Ryswick of 1697 and the

western third of the island was renamed Saint-Domingue, thousands of Africans had already

arrived in Saint-Domingue and Santo Domingo (the Spanish name for the island’s eastern two-

thirds) to work the plantations. Throughout the early years of the eighteenth century, the

French would improve agricultural technology in Saint-Domingue to such degree that their

colony supplied 60 percent of the world’s coffee and 40 percent of its sugar and was the

wealthiest colony in the New World.Life for an African in Saint-Domingue was brutal and short.

Most slaves died within a few years of arrival. By 1720, there were eight thousand new slaves

arriving in Saint-Domingue every year. As thousands of slaves were imported to keep up with

production and replace those slaves lost to death escape, the ratio of slaves to free men kept

changing. By the time of the French Revolution in 1789, there were eight to ten African slaves

for every single free man in the colony of Saint-Domingue.Effectively, twenty thousand white

landowners, or grands blancs (GRON blonn, “big whites”), and white merchants and middle-

class freedmen, or petits blancs (peh-TEE blonn, “little whites”), found themselves

outnumbered by thirty thousand free gens de couleur (zhen DAY ko-LURR, “people of color,”

the mixed-race descendants of blancs of both classes and African slaves). Additionally, both

kinds of white colonists and the gens de couleur together were pitiful in number in comparison

to Saint-Domingue’s population of nearly five hundred thousand enslaved Africans.This

imbalance—and real or perceived threats between the various economic classes these

different ethnic groups represented—caused a particular tension to develop in the colony. The

gens de couleur had no desire to be equated with Africans because of their slave status (not

their skin color), and thus defined themselves by class first rather than color. As there were

already two well-defined classes of white colonists, blancs defined themselves by skin color

first and class second. Thus, Saint-Domingue’s blancs equated the gens de couleur with the

slave population, as “blacks” in their minds. Mixed-race colonists thus existed in a difficult and

uncomfortable world: they did not want to be considered African, but they weren’t “white

enough” (in the minds of the blancs) to warrant equal rights under the law. Three separate

kinds of hostility and mistrust were based solely on skin tone: between blancs and gens de

couleur, between gens de couleur and African slaves, and between blancs and African slaves.

These prejudices became defining characteristics of the Saint-Domingue experience and

would haunt the island for the rest of its history.In Paris during 1789, the French government

informed a gens de couleur delegation led by Julien Raimond and Vincent Ogé that all of Saint-

Domingue’s free citizens—including gens de couleur—had the same legal rights to property

and elections. Both the grands blancs and the petits blancs were threatened by this decision,

thinking it would only be a small step for their numerous (and profitable) African slaves to

desire their freedom too. The two classes of white colonists united in refusal to recognize the

gens de couleur as equals and rejected the order from Paris. In the autumn of 1790, a small

resistance movement led by Ogé and his followers near the northern city of Cap Français was

put down by white government forces. Ogé and his fellow leaders were executed in a



gruesome, public “breaking on the wheel” in early 1791.While the execution of the gens de

couleur rebels provided a strong push for revolution among mixed-race colonists, Saint-

Domingue’s black slaves had been making small but significant moves toward throwing off both

their white AND mixed-race masters for some time. Throughout the eighteenth century, the

maroon colonies in Hispaniola’s mountains—comprised of the descendants of Taino and mixed-

race rebels who had escaped slavery during the Spanish occupation, as well as new arrivals of

escaped African slaves on a continual basis over the intervening 150 years—raided plantations

and took more slaves back with them to Saint-Domingue’s mountainous interior.One of the

most famous maroon leaders was François Makandal, who established networks between

various maroon groups and African slaves still living and working on the plantations. Makandal

personally led a slave rebellion in Saint-Domingue between 1751 and 1757. In 1758, he was

captured by the French and burned at the stake, but the maroons continued to harass

plantation owners and to provide a safe haven for any slave who managed to escape. Both real

and idealized concepts of maroon life and philosophy had profound impact on the development

of Haitian Vodou, and African and Taino religious practices both played important parts in

Makandal’s movement. To this day, his last name is cognate to “poisoner” in several languages

—Makandal’s most feared method of killing plantation owners was to instruct slaves to

administer various plant poisons to their food, to blow poisonous powders in their faces, or to

scatter poisons where they might walk barefoot or otherwise touch them.Bwa Kayiman

Ceremony and RevoltA few months after the end of the gens de couleur revolt, in August 1791,

the revolution had truly come. How it really began is not easy to tell, since the events preceding

the Haitian Revolution are shrouded in secrecy, legend, propaganda, and the natural confusion

of many stories written after the fact and long before modern visual media. It is generally

agreed that several meetings were held between slave groups in the north-central Plaine du

Nord, the richest plantation land in all of Saint-Domingue, to plan an insurrection to take over

the colony and gain freedom once and for all. Legend states that a Vodou ceremony dedicated

to the Petro spirits was held on August 14 in Bwa Kayiman (BWAH kay-ee-MON, “Alligator

Woods”; Bois Caïman in French) under the leadership of a mambo (mom-BO, a Vodou

priestess) called Mayanèt and a former African slave turned maroon leader and houngan (oon-

GAHN, a Vodou priest) named Boukman from the colony of Jamaica. According to that legend,

Mayanèt, Boukman, and the gathered slave leaders offered one of Hispaniola’s native wild pigs

to the spirits and drank some of its blood in order to seal themselves in a pact to achieve their

freedom. Some versions of the Bwa Kayiman legend suggest that a Petro Lwa named Ezili

Danto was given the sacrificed pig; others say that Danto was actually a human being at the

time—one of the slaves who attended the ceremony and helped with the sacrifice—and that

she would later become a Petro Lwa alongside Mambo Mayanèt.Regardless of the particulars

of the meeting at Bwa Kayiman, violence broke out all over the Plaine du Nord within a few

days of that and other slave meetings. Within ten days, the entire northern province of Saint-

Domingue was under siege. While the grands blancs and gens de couleur slave owners were

well armed, sheer numbers overcame them. Over the next two months, more than four

thousand slave owners would be killed and hundreds of plantations burned to the ground. By

1792, the rebel slaves had complete control over one-third of Saint-Domingue and were

continuing to push into other parts of the colony.Back in France, the news of Saint-Domingue’s

revolt was received with terror. France had its own problems due to the ongoing changes of the

French Revolution; the reasonable concern that the grands blancs in Saint-Domingue were

starting to look to the British and the newly formed United States for support; and its own

increased hostilities with Great Britain, against which it would declare war the following year.



The French made a significant appeal to the colony’s gens de couleur, many of whom were

also wealthy slave owners. In hope that Saint-Domingue’s mixed-race class would make peace

with the two classes of whites so all three groups could join forces to put down the more

serious slave revolt, France declared the gens de couleur of Saint-Domingue full citizens,

holding all the same rights as white people. The move sent shockwaves throughout the colony

as well as the rest of the white, slave-owning Western Hemisphere. At the same time, France

sent a small military force to Saint-Domingue to help stop the slave rebellion.The French

gambit failed. Instead of siding with the gens de couleur, the colony’s white government—with

the full backing of both classes of white colonists—refused to recognize the gens de couleur a

second time and repudiated France, appealing to Great Britain to protect them from the rebel

slaves and agreeing to permit Great Britain to declare Saint-Domingue its own colony instead.

To add insult to injury, the Spanish—who still controlled the eastern portion of the island as the

colony of Santo Domingo—immediately joined the British and the united white forces against

France. By 1793, the French realized they could not fight slaves and traitorous white colonists

and the British and the Spanish all at the same time … so in an even more surprising turn of

events, they decided to side with the slaves.The Enemy of My Enemy:The Haitian Revolution

(Part II)On August 29, 1793, a French commissioner named Sonthonax, having lost half his

soldiers, freed all African slaves within his jurisdiction in Saint-Domingue, and then supplied

them with arms. Around the same time, General Toussaint L’Ouverture, a literate black former

slave said to be a grandson of the king of Allada (the kingdom from whence Vodou’s Rada

nation is derived), abandoned his position as a freedman in the Spanish army, which had been

sent to assist the blancs against Saint-Domingue’s slaves. After negotiations with the French

government—complete with promises that they would continue to guarantee the Africans their

freedom if the British and Spanish were driven out of the colony—L’Ouverture repositioned

himself as a French loyalist. As general of the united French and rebel forces, he led his troops

against both the incoming Spaniards and the blancs and gens de couleur they had already

been fighting.A month later, the British arrived in Saint-Domingue in real numbers. The colony’s

white plantation owners welcomed them with open arms, expecting that their agreement to

reinstate black slavery and strip the gens de couleur of all rights they had been granted under

French rule would be kept. The French responded by supporting L’Ouverture and his army in a

formal war against the British between 1794 and 1801. By the time this secondary war against

the British began, the Haitian Revolution had already claimed the lives of at least twenty-four

thousand white colonists and gens de couleur, and nearly four times that many African

slaves.L’Ouverture was able to push both the British and the Spanish out of Saint-Domingue.

While his army (forged from a coalition of African slaves, some gens de couleur, and French

troops) fought for the French, and while L’Ouverture himself had been promoted to major-

general of all French forces in the colony, he realized that the question of slavery across the

entire island would not be answered by simply breaking the plantations. He knew that the gens

de couleur hated African slaves even more than they hated Saint-Domingue’s white colonists

and would never side with the slaves on a permanent basis.In 1798, once the British had been

routed from Saint-Domingue and withdrew, L’Ouverture led his forces into the neighboring

Spanish colony of Santo Domingo. By the early part of 1801, he had liberated its slaves as

well. L’Ouverture followed his assault by declaring all slaves on Hispaniola free people on

January 3, 1801, in the first declaration of emancipation in the Western Hemisphere. After

returning to Saint-Domingue, the general wrote a constitution declaring himself governor for life

and setting up a pro-French (yet mostly autonomous) state, which he ruled for a short period

without opposition.But the French, now under Napoleon Bonaparte, were not ready to give up



this jewel of their colonial crown. Instead of congratulating his successful major-general,

Napoleon sent a huge army of eighty-two thousand soldiers under Charles Leclerc to order

L’Ouverture to restore full control of Saint-Domingue to France. Predictably, the gens de couleur

—even some of those who had become part of L’Ouverture’s army and government—

welcomed the French, and the general watched as his mixed-race friends and allies joined with

both the remaining white colonists and the incoming French against him; it appeared the

promise of money outweighed the reality of freedom. After successfully fighting off Leclerc’s

forces for a time, L’Ouverture agreed to a parley meeting on June 7, 1802. Instead of

negotiations toward ending hostilities, the parley was a trap. L’Ouverture was captured and

shipped back to France, where he would die in a prison less than a year later.Without

L’Ouverture to lead the army of freed slaves, one of his lieutenants, Jean-Jacques Dessalines,

rose to take his place. The next two years would intensify the bloodbath in Saint-Domingue.

Dessalines—who was not known for diplomacy and had already made his reputation as a

brave, hot warrior in contrast to L’Ouverture’s cooler style of military discipline—gave the

French eight days to evacuate the capital of Port-au-Prince. The French military and wealthy

colonists both took Dessalines’s warning seriously, and most fled the island forever. Some of

these refugees ended up in Cuba; others went back to France or journeyed north to settle in

French-speaking areas of the United States, including Louisiana. A major defeat for the French

near Cap-Français at Vertières; a British naval blockade; defections of French forces to the

slaves’ campaign after dishonorable actions by Leclerc’s successor the Vicomte de

Rochambeau; and the loss of French influence in the New World after the Louisiana Purchase

all contributed to end Napoleon’s attempt to put the former slaves of Saint-Domingue back to

work.
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Seth Roberts, “An intimate literary tour of Haitian Vodou. First off, I don't agree with reviewers

who perceive a strong sense of "you've got to be Haitian" point-of-view in this book. What I get

is that it's important to understand the history and subsequent ways of thinking and living

inherent in Haiti to truly understand Haitian Vodou. And her warning about cultural

appropriation is not unfounded at all. It's a fact of life in the New Age sector, and is a matter of

superficiality and, in too many cases, includes the factor or racial/cultural prejudice.Having

gotten that out of the way ...This is the one book I've found that's been published in recent

times that gives the most to-date, realistic view of Haitian Vodou as it is - as a way of life woven

deeply into all things Haitian. Without understanding the flow of Haiti's history and the cultural

effects of its many wars, political turns and ecological trends, it's impossible to even begin to

grasp who and how the Loa of Haitian Vodou really are.It is not a recipe book! A good reason

for this is that Haitian Vodou has a strong secretive facet - with good reason: there are places

dabblers can get into that - without informed guidance, can be dangerous phychically, mentally

and physically. Bottom line: Haitian Vodou is an initiatory system - one it is in the initiations that

one becomes psychically opened to the necessary waves/streams of (for lack of a better word)

"energies" that are woven throughout the fabric of Haitian Vodou.So, even with those limits -

this book reveals the real Vodou of Haiti in most detailed and explicit terms. It's a good

foundation especially for anyone who may be feeling the "pull" toward participation in this

unique, complicated form of Vodou. It is not for everybody. Many are called specifically into

American Voodoo. Neither is better than the other - just different (and yet the same in so many

ways)Tho' her focus remains on Haitian Vodou - she doesn't dis-include some information

about the connections with American ("New Orleans") Voodoo - and, in fact, gives a solid

understanding on how Haiti's Vodou has influenced America's Voodoo. And as a person with

some decades of informed participation in American Voodoo, who has been intimately guided

into Haitian Vodou, I can say truthfully that the author covers this topic quite well.There are

numerous links in the Appendix that can help a serious student come into contact with various

Haitian Vodou Houses one can contact to further and deepen their genuine desire to become

involved in, and perhaps be initiated into Haitian Vodou.I highly recommend this book for

anyone with a serious interest the the Vodou of Haiti.”

LR, “Get this book. One of the best written books on Haitian Voodoo that I've seen. I have read

sections, my husband has read the entire book. He liked the knowledge of history that the

author has about the subject, I concur. Many books about this subject are lacking in either

history or practical information. This is a good book to get if you want a comprehensive

introduction and historical background to Haitian Voodoo. Well written, well researched book

from someone in the know, who has an obvious love for the tradition and respect for the

ancestors of it.”

Tracy, “One of the best books out on the topic. I’ve read numerous books about Haitian

Voodou, and I can honestly say, this is the best I’ve read so far on the topic. I love how it’s

written, crystal clear points made by the author, a very smooth and easy read filled with

important and accurate information.”



Dr. Eoghan C. Ballard, “An Introduction to Haiti's Indigenous Spiritual Tradition. I am not

generally excited about the new crop of introductory books on Afro-diasporic religions. First of

all, most tend to be very light weight, and many contain outright errors and falsehoods. Even

when they don't, they often are guilty of oversimplification and most are filled with shoddy or

questionable conclusions. So, it was a pleasant surprise for me to read Mambo Chita Tann's

book on Haitian Vodou. Is it perfect? No. Could she, and I know her academic qualifications,

have written a much more detailed and challenging, and hence for me more satisfying, text?

Certainly. That being said, this was a great book. She gives a sound history, and contextualized

these traditions in a way that was both accurate and accessible for the average reader.There is

another issue I have had more than once with this genre of book on Vodou. That issue is the

"practical" ritual designed for non-initiates. Often they reflect the author's own imagination and

do not represent anything found within the tradition itself. I recognize that a Mambo or

Houngan (Vodou Priestess or Priest) may not be eager to give away their secret recipes or at

least not in all details) but then don't invent new practices. Someone reading that book will think

that what they have read is a "real" Vodou practice when it in fact is not. In this book Mambo T

gives a detailed set of instructions for an iliminasyon (illumination) - a simply ritual for opening

the way to better communication with one's loas, zanges, or spirits - the saints of Vodou. Some

will have other ways to performing this, and it may be true that in many houses at least, the

herbs and other components are different or more complicated than the recipe given here.

However, this is a valid and effective ritual, and it is the real deal, not someone's invention from

outside the tradition.So, on a couple of the most important points, I give this book a big thumbs

up! I still would argue that if this subject really interests you, you need to read the classics,

especially those by Milo Rigaud, Maya Deren, and Alfred Métraux, but this is a concise, well

written text with some practical advice for someone who wants to do more than read about this

tradition. It has earned its space alongside those others.”

AugustDBrown, “I thought the author did a very good job in explaining that there are different

kinds of .... Knowing nothing about any kind of Vodou I purchased this book to learn about the

customs since I am a fan of Vodou inspired artwork. I thought the author did a very good job in

explaining that there are different kinds of Vodou and she was very well researched in the

history of Haiti. I didn't give it five starts because I feel like the author included a little too much

of their personal opinions in certain sections and I was looking more for facts. I do realize that's

probably hard to find in regards to this subject.”

Alonzo Blunt, “Everything you need to know about the history practice and terminology of

Haitian vodun. This book is amazing if you want to know the history of Haiti and the history of

the vodun religion it has pages for all of the lwa and gives detail of where these spirits

originated from and each of the lwa personal likes and dislikes and it also clears all of the

misconceptions about the religion like dolls and Zombis overall I think mambo Chita tann did

an amazing job of fully explaining the beliefs traditions and history of Haitian vodou”

Shaniece w perry, “A must buy!. Well written, so much useful information. I highly recommend

this book.”

Roland Maurer, “Argus. Das Buch von Mambo T ist an und für sich nicht schlecht. Es

beschreibt bis zum ersten viertel des Buches die Geschichte von Haiti. Es beinhaltet auch ein

paar Anektoden der Schreiberin und Beschreibungen zu Lwas und Begriffen in Kreol.Es wird

mit Vorurteilen aufgeräumt und alles im Bereich Vodou ein wenig behandelt.Als Sachbuch ist



es eine kleine Fundgrube und auch sehr verständlich geschrieben.Gelungen sind auch die

jeweiligen kreolischen Begriffserklärungen, phonetisiert um sie in Englisch auszusprechen.

Auch wird das règlemen inkl. Sèvi Lwa ihrer Sosyete zu einem guten Teil beschrieben. Und es

finden sich darin Rezepte zu Gerichten der jeweiligen Lwas.Sehr respektabel sind auch die

Anweisungen für Gläubige, die sich einer Sosyete anschliessen wollen. Im grossen und

ganzen - stellt Fragen, lasst euch nicht verarschen und sucht euch die Sosyetes gut aus.Wer

allerdings Anleitungen zu Ritualen sucht, wird hier nicht das finden, was er sucht, da ja in der

Regel über die Interna geschwiegen wird.Dies wird allerdings auch von Mambo T selbst

erwähnt.Da dieses Buch von einer Manbo Asogwe geschrieben ist, zielt einiges ein wenig

darauf ab Vodou nur in Sosyetes resp. initiert auszuüben und es wird vieles innerhalb oder

gerade wegen der Asson Lineage verschwiegen. Wer wahre Geheimnisse sucht, muss sich

wohl weiter umschauen. Da bietet selbst Alfred Métraux's Werk mehr an Hintergrund.Dennoch

ist es sehr Lesenswert und es sollte in keiner Sammlung fehlen. Mir hat es sehr Spass

gemacht.”

Kim Liard, “Great. Started it. I'm loving the information.”

Chandra, “Worth the $. A great read. Anything about Haïti is inspiring. What an amazing

country!”

Elizabeth kershaw, “Four Stars. Christmas present.”

The book by Mambo Chita Tann has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 330 people have provided

feedback.
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